Nissan frontier 4 door

Please Note: We turn our inventory daily, so please fill out this form so we can confirm sale
price and availability. To exchange your vehicle, you must let us know prior to 5 p. EST on the
7th calendar day after receiving your vehicle. We cannot accept an exchange if the vehicle has
been modified, in an accident or damaged, altered from the condition it was delivered in or had
a lien or other encumbrance put on the vehicle other than our retail installment contract. If you
choose to exchange, you can receive up to three vehicles, however, the third vehicle will NOT
come with our 7 Day Money Back Guarantee. Day 1 of your 7 Day Money Back Guarantee begins
when you accept the vehicle, regardless of time of day. Lifetime Warranty on new vehicles only.
Customer responsible to pay the difference in any price. See dealer for full details. For longer
deliveries charges may be incurred. All advertised vehicles are subject to availability. Inventory,
options and pricing are all subject to change. Not responsible for typographical and human
error. Please contact dealer for further details and thank you for reading the fine print, happy
motoring! How It Works. How it Works. Step 1 Select a car from inventory. Step 2 Personalize
your monthly payment. Step 4 Secure credit pre-approval. Watch Video. Confirm Availability.
Body Style Crew Cab. Engine 6 Cyl - 3. Odometer is miles below market average! Recent Arrival!
All of our vehicles are ASE Certified inspected so you can buy with confidence. Daytona Nissan
at the Daytona International Automall. Proudly serving Daytona Beach, Palm Coast, Port
Orange, Deland, Deltona and beyond, there are numerous reasons to choose Daytona Nissan:
professional and courteous sales staff, Nissan Certified technicians, and financial experts all
with the single focus of addressing each of your needs with the utmost respect, care and
attention to detail. Please call Max at for more details. Eligible Benefits. Features Options Specs
Warranty. Color: Stock : VIN:. Your Friend's Information: Name:. Send me a copy. I also wish to
be contacted by the dealer about this vehicle. First Name:. Last Name:. Terms: The recipient of
this text message may incur charges depending on their wireless carrier. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Nissan Frontier Features and Specs Year Trim Select Trim.
Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive. Engine Order Code NA. Fuel System Gasoline Direct Injection.
Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts NA. Engine
Oil Cooler None. Transmission Order Code NA. Number of Transmission Speeds 9. First Gear
Ratio :1 5. Second Gear Ratio :1 3. Third Gear Ratio :1 2. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth Gear Ratio
:1 1. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 1. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 0. Eighth Gear Ratio :1 0. Ninth Gear Ratio :1
NA. Reverse Ratio :1 4. Transfer Case Model None. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range.
Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without mirrors inches
Height inches Body Length 0. Ground Clearance, Front 9. Interior Dimensions. Front Head
Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches
Second Row Head Room inches Second Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder Room
inches Second Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Cargo Bed Length inches Cargo
Bed Width at Floor inches Cargo Bed Width Between Wheelhousings inches Cargo Bed Height
inches Steering Type Rack-Pinion. Steering Ratio :1 NA. Front Suspension Type Double
Wishbone. Rear Suspension Type Leaf. Brake Type 4-Wheel Disc. Anti-Lock-Braking System
4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x
thickness inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size
inches 16 X 7. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size inches 16 X 7. Rear Wheel
Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches Full-Size. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Spare Tire
Size Full-Size. Maximum Towing Capacity pounds Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch
pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Trailer Weight, weight
distributing hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Weight
Information. Base Curb Weight pounds NA. Total Option Weight pounds 0. Maximum Payload
Capacity pounds NA. Gross Vehicle Weight Rating pounds Curb Weight NA. Payload Weight
Front NA. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Engine: 3. Wheels: 16" Alloy. Front Bucket Seats.
Crash Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. This current-generation truck is
quite old â€” its last full redesign was during the second George W. Bush administration â€” but
it is getting a few updates for The most important development is that Nissan has outfitted the
Frontier with a new 3. This V6 is mated to a nine-speed automatic transmission that's similar to
the one in its Titan and Titan XD full-size trucks. The combination replaces both previously
available powertrains in the Frontier, a weaker 4. Inside, the Frontier is a throwback in more
ways than one. Compared to other midsize trucks, it has a rudimentary interior with limited
small-item storage. It feels well built â€” there are tight panel gaps, and our test truck didn't
have any squeaks or rattles â€” but none of the interior surfaces feel as if they're made from
high-quality materials. What's more, it's missing many of the modern amenities that are either
standard or optional on competitors. You're out of luck here. Overall, the Nissan Frontier isn't
as appealing as its rivals. The main reason to consider the Frontier is if you're simply looking
for an inexpensive, no-frills midsize truck. The standard bed length is 5 feet; Nissan offers a 6.

All Frontiers are powered by a 3. Rear-wheel drive is standard, and four-wheel drive is an
option. S The S trim is a basic work truck with few features that include:. SV The SV adds only a
few cosmetic and convenience features that include:. Pro-4X The Pro-4X is only available as a
four-wheel-drive crew cab. It adds several off-road and convenience features that include:. Does
it have all the fancy new technology? The new 3. The interior is surprisingly quiet and
comfortable. There are no creaks, rattles, or poor fit. The materials on the dash are hard plastic,
but the PRO-4X has plenty of leather that is soft on the seats and door panels. But the best part
of this truck is the price. I've only had mine for a few days, but if you bargain you can get one
for much less than a Ranger, Colorado or Tacoma and, at the end of the day, it does what a
truck is supposed to do; haul stuff around that won't fit inside a cabin. The motor has as much
power as you will find in this segment, it drives and rides fine, you just don't get much in the
way of advanced electronics or creature comforts. It's not in the drop downs, but I have the S
Crew Cab with a 6 ft bed. Write a review. See all 3 reviews. The Honda Ridgeline is one of the
most versatile haulers you can buy. It benefits from a smooth-riding fully independent
suspension, a two-way tailgate, and a large lockable trunk in the bed. It's much more
comfortable than the Frontier and comes with more plentiful and modern features. The Jeep
Gladiator is an anomaly in the truck class as the only entry that features a removable roof and
doors, just like the Wrangler that it's based on. And just like the Wrangler, the Gladiator has
excellent off-road abilities. The Gladiator is hardly a paradigm of modernity, but compared to
the Frontier, it's practically cutting-edge. The Tacoma gets high marks for its off-road abilities,
especially in TRD form. Toyota also offers stripped-out work truck models if you need
something basic. The Tacoma comes with many more convenience-oriented features than the
Frontier and offers several standard advanced safety features that aren't even available on the
Nissan. Available styles include SV 4dr Crew Cab 5. Consumer ratings and reviews are also
available for the Nissan Frontier and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Frontier
4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Frontier. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Nissan Frontier and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes
expert reviews and recommendations for the Frontier featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Nissan Frontier. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Nissan Nissan Frontier. Select year - Upcoming - New New. Select a type Crew Cab King Cab. Other years. Pros New 3. Engine performance, thanks to
the Frontier's newest 3. Unfortunately, technology features, towing and hauling capabilities,
on-road comfort and overall refinement are still way behind segment standards. There are
simply too many drawbacks compared to other top rivals. The 3. The shifts from the nine-speed
auto are quick and smooth, and the truck scoots around town with relative ease. Maximum

acceleration, though, is pretty average. Our test Frontier sprinted from 0 to 60 mph in 7. The
Frontier's brakes feel soft, and there's a long pedal travel before they start to work. The
combination gives the driver little confidence in hard braking scenarios. The steering is
extremely vague, communicating very little about what's happening with the front tires. And
while the Frontier's handling is likely within the limits of what you'd expect from a pickup,
midcorner bumps upset the rear end, more so than in rivals. Off-roading capability is pretty
good, though, thanks to some added equipment from the Pro-4X trim, including a locking rear
differential and skid plates. This Frontier seems harsh even up against rough-and-tumble rivals
such as the Jeep Gladiator and the Tacoma. The front seats lack sufficient bolstering and don't
have much lumbar support. The back seats are even flatter, with a pretty upright position that
would make road trips uncomfortable. The ride quality is poor as well, with many sharp and
harsh bumps making their way into the cabin. By truck standards, it's relatively quiet inside the
Frontier, with the most prominent noise generated from wind moving over the large sideview
mirrors. The heated seats, however, are less impressive. They don't get very warm and after the
initial warm-up period, they fizz out to mediocre pretty quickly. For the driver, the Frontier has a
spacious feel and good forward visibility. The tall side windows and large windshield offer an
expansive view of the road. The cabin controls, while small and dated, are easy to find and
operate. The large side mirrors provide a good view of the adjacent lanes, but the large front
pillars and rear headrests obstruct your view through turns and directly behind pretty
significantly. Getting into the front seat, even in the off-road-oriented Pro-4X model, is
surprisingly easy thanks to wide-opening doors. Getting into the rear seat isn't as easy â€” we
had to duck quite a bit. There isn't much tech in the Frontier to speak of. What does exist falls
well below class standards. There's only one USB port in the cabin, and if you use it to connect
your smartphone, there's no Apple CarPlay or Android Auto smartphone integration on the
other end. Bluetooth is an option, but during our test, the Bluetooth audio connection dropped
out several times. Navigation is present on the Pro-4X's 5. Driver aids are also absent in the
Frontier, with no adaptive cruise, forward collision, blind-spot monitoring or other high-tech
systems to speak of. The rearview camera worked just fine, but the display is small and
low-resolution. The Frontier is smaller than every one of its rivals. In crew-cab form, it's 7
inches shorter than the Colorado and nearly 13 inches shorter than the Gladiator. That means
less space for cargo on the inside and a smaller bed. Small-item storage is limited, and even
fitting large items in the back seat was tough due to the optional Rockford Fosgate subwoofer
under the rear seat. The Frontier's bed side rails and movable tie-down cleats are helpful for
securing cargo. Towing and hauling capabilities are enough to get by but they're on the low end
in the midsize truck segment. Maximum payload capability is 1, pounds, and towing capacity is
6, pounds when properly equipped. With four-wheel drive, the Frontier gets an EPA estimate of
19 mpg combined. That's on par with other midsize trucks with a V6 engine and automatic
transmission. On our mile evaluation route, which is a mix of city and highway driving, our
Pro-4X test truck averaged Depending on the trim level you choose, the Frontier can be priced a
bit lower than most of its rivals. But with the truck's base four-cylinder engine no longer on
offer, much of the Frontier's "basic-but-cheap" status goes out the window. When you spec it
up to match even the lowest of rival trims, the Frontier has less available equipment and an
antiquated interior. Build quality is good, with no squeaks or rattles from the interior, but the
materials feel and look cheap â€” and you've got to look at those on a daily basis. The roadside
assistance covers flat tires, fuel delivery, jump-starts and lockouts. If you want something
basic, the Frontier is a good choice. Go ahead â€” drive over speed bumps, take rain puddles at
full clip, do it all. But in the city, on curving roads or anywhere that isn't an off-road park with
lots of mud, it's not enjoyable to drive. This truck looks and feels like it time-warped in from We
think the SV is the best all-arounder of the Frontier's lineup. It gives you the most flexibility for
configuration it's the only trim to offer the 6. S The S trim is a basic work truck with few features
that include: Remote keyless entry 7-inch infotainment touchscreen Bluetooth phone and audio
connectivity Four-speaker audio system six speakers for crew cabs One USB input SV The SV
adds only a few cosmetic and convenience features that include: Alloy wheels Sliding rear
window Power-adjustable mirrors Premium cloth upholstery The SV is eligible for a few option
packages: Value Truck package Foglights Rear parking sensors Dual-zone automatic climate
control Cargo management with tie-down cleats Spray-in bedliner Sliding bed extender Class IV
tow hitch receiver Auto-dimming rearview mirror Heated front seats Special Edition package
inch alloy wheels Unique exterior treatments Trip computer Midnight Edition package inch
black-painted wheels Black-painted exterior trim Pro-4X The Pro-4X is only available as a
four-wheel-drive crew cab. It adds several off-road and convenience features that include: Roof
rack Bilstein shock absorbers All-terrain tires Electronic locking rear differential Underbody
skid plates Cargo management with tie-down cleats Spray-in bedliner Heated mirrors Rear

parking sensors Sunroof Dual-zone automatic climate control Auto-dimming rearview mirror
Leather upholstery Heated and power-adjustable front seats Navigation system Upgraded
infotainment system speaker Rockford Fosgate audio system Satellite radio. Read more. Find
savings on the Frontier for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Frontier lease offers.
Sponsored cars related to the Frontier. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Great for
the price! SV 4dr King Cab 6. S 4dr King Cab 4WD 6. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair
High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Zone Body Construction
Front and rear crumple zones, Nissan says, can further reduce the chance of injury in a
collision. Airbags with Rollover Sensors Roof-mounted supplemental curtain side-impact
airbags with rollover sensors can protect the heads of outboard occupants in both rows. Side
Impact Test Good. Nissan Frontier vs. Honda Ridgeline The Honda Ridgeline is one of the most
versatile haulers you can buy. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 20
reviews. Related Frontier Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the Frontier both on the road
and at the track, giving it a 6. You probably care about Nissan Frontier fuel economy, so it's
important to know that the Frontier gets an EPA-estimated 19 mpg to 20 mpg, depending on the
configuration. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the
Nissan Frontier is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real
owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Frontier. Look for specific complaints that keep
popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Frontier's average consumer rating to
that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Nissan
Frontier is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Frontier and gave it a 6.
Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the Frontier is a good car for you. Other versions include: S 4dr King Cab
6. If you're interested in the Nissan Frontier, the next question is, which Frontier model is right
for you? Frontier variants include S 4dr King Cab 6. What do people think of the Nissan
Frontier? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings
and reviews for the Nissan Frontier and all model years in our database. Our Review Process
This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's
a good price for a New Nissan Frontier? Which Nissan Frontiers are available in my area? Can't
find a new Nissan Frontiers you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust
Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Nissan Frontier? Check out Nissan lease specials. Sign Up.
Get price. Our verdict. How does the Frontier drive? How comfortable is the Frontier? How
economical is the Frontier? Is the Frontier a good value? Want to get Preapproved? Check
Availability Value Your Trade. Body Style 4D Crew Cab. Engine 6 Cyl - 3. Vehicle Description
Certified. One Owner! Odometer is miles below market average! No hidden fees, no gimmicks.
Real Prices, Great value. What you see is what you pay. ALL used vehicles are fully inspected
and serviced. Buy from a human or buy online at mikerezinissan. Eligible Benefits. Features
Options Specs. There is currently no information available about this vehicle's features online.
Please contact our dealership to find out more about the features of this vehicle. There is
currently no information available about this vehicle's specifications online. Please contact our
dealership to find out more about the specifications of this vehicle. Recently Viewed Vehicles.
Color: :rv-extcolor: VIN: :rv-vin: Details. May not represent actual vehicle. Please Note: We
provide Savings on our vehicles daily based on current inventory supply. Check to see if this
vehicle qualifies for a Sale Price. Color: Stock : VIN:. Submit Get Price Drop Alert. Your Friend's
Information: Name:. Send me a copy. I also wish to be contacted by the dealer about this
vehicle. First Name:. Last Name:. Terms: The recipient of this text message may incur charges
depending on their wireless carrier. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Manager kind of pushy. Has a teaser that is "no longer available" when you go to see
it. Dealer responded promptly and professionally informing that Vehicle was no longer
available. Awesome experience!! Quick to respond to text and email with answers to my
questions. Willing to go out of their way to accommodate us. Very nice!! Will recommend
friends and family. Would not give me a price for the vehicle! Kept giving me mumbo jumbo
answers trying to get me to come to their car lot. I find this practice very deceitful!!!!!!!!!!! Also
they kept contacting me after I told them I was not interested without knowing a price. Great guy
to deal with. I bought a really old truck. He told me everything he knew that was wrong with the
vehicle so I could make an informed decision. We wound up choosing '07 Outback instead. An
appointment was available the day we called. Staff and owners were courteous, efficient, and
helpful. Paperwork was handled timely. Vehicle pricing was fair, enabling people like us who
either do not have a lot of money or are too old to responsibly sign long term notes, to have
transportation that is low emissions vehicle. I would gladly recommend these folks as treating
us like they would like to be treated. Excellent service. Amy was extremely helpful. Told them
something wasnt working and they fixed it immediately. Filled my tank and I drovw off with a

new truck. Friendly and helpful, no pressure! The vehicle was as stated, clean and ready to test
drive! Very nice! I came away with a newer car, and in awe at such nice people! I would highly
recommend this dealership! They contacted me immediately and provided me with an additional
video to show the car. It was very helpful. Drove two hours expecting to make a deal, and when I
got there and took it for a test drive noticed some paint chipping and miss alignment of the gas
cap lid. Asked if it was in an accident, because there was nothing in the advertisement about an
accident, unfortunately it was. Complete waste of my time. It was great dealing with Harper Fiat.
I felt they worked well with me. Helped with getting an at home delivery to make a test drive and
also delivered the car to my house when I bought it. Dealer responded timely. Experience was
good. Vehicle was not what I wanted and no further communication was made. They replied to
me very quickly. Answered questions that I had. It was the fastest car buying experience I've
ever had. Thank-you Tri Cities Nissan for helping me with my new car!! Listing accurately
describe the conditions of the vehicle. The truck was clean and ready for me to test-drive.
Dealer and his staff was very polite and professional. He made ever effort to accommodate my
requests. We are currently closing the deal on the Toyota Tundra. I recommend this dealer to
anyone looking for a vehicle. They worked with me and I got the price I wanted. They even paid
for a new head liner. Thanks to Tony and the salesman forgot his name. Very responsive, direct,
straightforward. Chode to buy at another dealer, bit would return here in the future. Sales rep
was quick to dismiss me as a customer when I started discussing the price of the car and
hurried me off the phone. I could have bought the car at asking price on that call no problem,
their loss. I don't recommend them will be buying from somewhere else even if it costs me
more. The Nissan Frontier started life as a compact pickup truck, but it's now closer to a
mid-sized truck. It replaced the uncreatively named Nissan Hardbody Truck. The Frontier is the
latest in a long, distinguished line of Nissan mid-sized trucks. Nissan gets credit for many
pick-up truck innovations, including the extended cab. Nissan was the first automaker in the U.
The Frontier was the first compact truck in the U. The Frontier's latest redesign was for the
model year, which is when it was reclassified as a mid-sized truck. It now has horsepower and
lb-ft of torque, which makes its engine the strongest in its class. It shares many characteristics
with its big brother the Titan. With its boxed frame and front grille styling, they are easily
confused from a distance. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Nissan Frontier. Email me price drops and new listings for
these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Authorized Nissan Dealer.
Request Information. Read more. And the Frontier is going out with a bang thanks to a. But they
returned, bigger than be. For more utility and flexibility, call a full-size truck. The Frontier may
work perfectly for weekend surfers or off-roading excursions, but it comes up short fo. Nissan
Frontier Reviews Review. Its got a powerful V-6 engine, and nice amenities inside the truck. The
2nd row of seats are a nice addition. Backwards camera, and Bluetooth are included in the SV
model we looked at. The 5ft bed isnt bad, but limits how much stuff you can haul. Simple
reliable truck that gets the job done Nice ride height and visibility plenty of power utilitrack and
bed extender make it a very practical vehicle. This truck is replacing a Nissan frontier that I
drove for over , miles. The newer model is much roomier and it handles great. I am a fan of
Nissan quality. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan dealers in Knoxville TN. Nissan dealers in
Morristown TN. Nissan dealers in Crossville TN. Nissan dealers in Greeneville TN. Nissan
dealers in London KY. Nissan dealers in Asheville NC. Nissan dealers in Cookeville TN. Nissan
dealers in Johnson City TN. Nissan dealers in Chattanooga TN. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly

available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. This is your chance to take home a gently used and barely driven Nissan
Frontier. With complete historical records, you'll know your next p Recent Arrival! Pictures are
for illustration See store for details.
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Some restrictions apply. Front beverage holders Speed control Illuminated entry Rear door
bins Rear beverage holders Power windows Passenger door bin Remote keyless This Nissan
Looking for a clean, well-cared for Nissan Frontier? This is it. Napleton CDJR makes every
reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute
Convenience Features 1-touch down Driver vanity mirror Tilt steering wheel Air conditioning
Front beverage holders Speed control Illuminated entry Rear door bins Rear beverage holders
Power windows Passenger door bin Remote keyless Rear beverage holders Tilt steering wheel
Air conditioning Passenger door bin Front beverage holders Passenger vanity mirror Overhead
conso Here at Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Autozin Nissan Nissan
frontier 4 door 4 cylinder. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20
40 Redwood City, CA. Nissan frontier 4 door 4 cylinder. Other Nissan Models.

